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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

Complainant brings this judicial complaint against a federal magistrate judge 

pursuant to the Judicial Conduct and Disability Act, 28 U.S.C. §§ 351-364. The Act 

provides an administrative remedy for conduct "prejudicial to the effective and 

expeditious administration of the business of the courts" and for judicial inability to 

"discharge all the duties of office by reason of mental or physical disability." 28 U.S.C. 

§35l(a). 

Complainant filed a notice of removal of his petition for rehearing from the state 

supreme court to the federal district court. The magistrate judge to whom the case was 

assigned filed a report recommending that the notice of removal be dismissed without 

prejudice because the federal district court was without jurisdiction to review a state court 

decision. The district judge adopted the magistrate judge's recommendation and 

dismissed the notice of removal without prejudice. 

Complainant alleges in his judicial complaint that he removed his case from the 

state supreme court because state court officials were colluding to intercept his legal 



documents and to forge judicial signatures. Complainant asserts that the magistrate judge 

should have recognized that he was entitled to protect his constitutional rights in federal 

court and that, in failing to do so, the magistrate judge violated his oath of office and 

derailed complainant's case. 

Claims that are "directly related to the merits of a decision or procedural ruling" 

are barred from review under the Act. 28 U.S.C. § 352(b)(l)(A)(ii). If, however, the 

complainant demonstrates "clear and convincing evidence of a judge's arbitrary and 

intentional departure from prevailing law based on his or her disagreement with, or 

willful indifference to, that law," In re Judicial Conduct and Disability, 517 F .3d 558, 

562 (U.S. Jud Conf. 2008), or evidence that the judge's ruling was the result of a bribe, 

ex parte contact, racial bias, or other improper motive, Rule 3(h)(3)(A), Rules for 

Judicial-Conduct and Judicial-Disability Proceedings, a claim may be brought under the 

Act. 

The complainant must present "sufficient evidence to raise an inference that 

misconduct has occurred." 28 U.S.C. § 352(b)(l)(A)(iii). If "the only support for the 

allegation of bad acts or motive is the merits of the judge's ruling," the complaint must be 

dismissed. In re Complaint of Doe, 640 F.3d 869, 873 (8th Cir. Jud. Council 2011). 

In recommending dismissal of complainant's notice of removal without prejudice, 

the magistrate judge did not demonstrate indifference to prevailing law, bias, or other 

improper motive or conduct. Complainant's disagreement with the magistrate judge's 

recommendation is not evidence of misconduct. 
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Accordingly, this judicial complaint is dismissed pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 

§ 352(b)(l)(A)(ii) & (iii) as directly related to the merits of the judge's rulings and as 

lacking in factual support for a claim of misconduct. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

~-=--3 ~() ~ Q \ 
RogerL.~ 

Chief Judge 
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